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Abstract To predict the effect of the liquid rocket engine combustion chamber conditions on the

impingement spray, the conventional uncoupled spray model for impinging injectors is extended by

considering the coupling of the jet impingement process and the ambient gas field. The new coupled

model consists of the plain-orifice sub-model, the jet-jet impingement sub-model and the droplet

collision sub-model. The parameters of the child droplet are determined with the jet-jet impinge-

ment sub-model using correlations about the liquid jet parameters and the chamber conditions.

The overall model is benchmarked under various impingement angles, jet momentum and off-

center ratios. Agreement with the published experimental data validates the ability of the model

to predict the key spray characteristics, such as the mass flux and mixture ratio distributions in qui-

escent air. Besides, impinging sprays under changing ambient pressure and non-uniform gas flow

are investigated to explore the effect of liquid rocket engine chamber conditions. First, a transient

impingement spray during engine start-up phase is simulated with prescribed pressure profile. The

minimum average droplet diameter is achieved when the orifices work in cavitation state, and is

about 30% smaller than the steady single phase state. Second, the effect of non-uniform gas flow

produces off-center impingement and the rotated spray fan by 38�. The proposed model suggests

more reasonable impingement spray characteristics than the uncoupled one and can be used as

the first step in the complex simulation of coupling impingement spray and combustion in liquid

rocket engines.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

18

191. Introduction

20Doublet impinging injectors are frequently used in bipropel-
21lant hypergolic liquid rocket engines for rapid atomization
22and mixing in a short distance. The oxidizer and fuel react
23as soon as the two jets collide and break up into droplets. A
24stable liquid sheet is formed in the perpendicular direction
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25 when two laminar jets impinge on each other. Large droplets
26 shed from the rim of the sheet.1,2 Thickness distribution of
27 the sheet and droplet sizes could be calculated with the poten-
28 tial flow method and the instability theory.3 But in the regime
29 of liquid rocket engines, turbulent jets break up immediately
30 around the impingement point, and in this case analytical the-
31 ory on laminar sheets fails to predict the spray characteristics
32 well. Under this circumstance, the research on spray character-
33 istics of doublet impinging injectors, such as mass flux, mixture
34 ratio, and droplet size, was mainly done experimentally.4–6 In
35 terms of the chamber combustion efficiency, the mass flux and
36 the mixture ratio distributions play important roles.7 A uni-
37 form mass flux distribution increases the combustion efficiency
38 as well as the combustion instability. High trust level liquid
39 rocket engines may contain hundreds of pairs of doublet
40 impinging injectors, where efficiency and stability are balanced
41 by the appropriate distribution of these injectors. Individual
42 injector test is usually taken under atmosphere conditions to
43 get the mass flux distribution of the injector, which is then used
44 to design the injector distribution patterns.8 However, the high
45 chamber pressure and the large velocity in the thrust chamber
46 make the spray characteristics of the impinging injectors differ-
47 ent with those under the atmosphere conditions.9 More specif-
48 ically, the high gas density and viscosity under high pressure
49 and temperature conditions will lead to better atomization,
50 as well as enhance the interactions between the gas phase
51 and the liquid phase. Furthermore, axial gas flows may dis-
52 place the impingement point, and non-uniform radial gas flows
53 could distort the liquid jets, leading to an off-center impinge-
54 ment, which forms a deflected spray fan. As a result, the distri-
55 bution of mass flux is away from expectation.
56 The numerical simulation is an effective tool in predicting
57 the injector performance of liquid rocket engines. Surface
58 tracking methods, such as volume of fluid method and level
59 set method, are widely used in simulating the breakup process
60 of impinging liquid jets. Single pairs of doublet impinging
61 injectors with various jet velocities and liquid properties were
62 numerically studied by many researchers.10–12 The calculated
63 sheet patterns and droplet sizes well agree with experiment.
64 Despite its wide use in simulating individual injectors, the sur-
65 face tracking method is not feasible for the computation with
66 hundreds of injectors. As a complementation, the Lagrangian
67 method works well in the spray simulation. In a Lagrangian
68 method, droplets are described by Lagrangian formulations,
69 and the gas phase is governed by Eulerian formulations.13

70 The coupling of the two phases is achieved by exchanging
71 terms of mass, momentum and energy. The primary atomiza-
72 tion process is realized by various injector modes, such as
73 plain-orifice nozzle, swirling nozzle, and air blaster. And the
74 secondary atomization is described by TAB (Taylor Analogy
75 Breakup) models, KH/RT (Kelvin-Helmholtz/Rayleigh-Tay
76 lor) models or wave models,1 depending on the droplet Weber
77 number. Besides, in dense sprays where droplet collisions
78 become significant, different collision models are introduced
79 with collision Weber number ranging from 0 to 100.14,15

80 Up to now, no appropriate Lagrangian atomization model
81 is established for the simulation of doublet impingement spray
82 in the liquid rocket engine. The severe obstacle is that the
83 impingement process is difficult to model. Thus the problem
84 exists where and how to introduce the propellant droplets to
85 start the Lagrangian calculation. The available solution to
86 this problem is to specify the droplet parameters at the

87impingement point,16,17 where droplet velocities, diameters,
88and distributions are obtained from the individual injector
89experiments, and then these parameters are assigned as a fixed
90numerical boundary in the spray simulation. By this way, the
91position of the source of the droplets (i.e. the impingement
92point) is determined by geometry parameters and holds
93constant during the simulation. In this manner, the droplet cal-
94culation process begins at the impingement point, and thus the
95impingement process is excluded from the simulation. This
96method could be categorized as an uncoupled model, because
97the influence of the gas flow on the impingement process, espe-
98cially the motion of the liquid jets, is ignored. The displace-
99ment of impingement point and off-center impingement
100introduced by the gas flow could not be predicted. Moreover,
101the engine start-up phase could not be solved reasonably
102either, because the drastic change of the chamber conditions
103during start-up will lead to a corresponding change in the
104spray characteristics, which could not be described with the
105uncoupled method.
106To overcome the shortcoming of the uncoupled method,
107the current study tries to build a coupled Lagrangian spray
108model, which could describe the jet-jet impingement and pre-
109dict the effect of the rocket engine chamber conditions on
110the impinging spray. Correlations are used to calibrate the
111model and the comparison with experiment could be used as
112verification. Finally, the spray characteristics under liquid
113rocket engine operating conditions are investigated using this
114new model, which could be used as the first step to the overall
115coupled computation of spray and combustion in liquid rocket
116engines.

1172. Numerical model

118As illustrated in Fig. 1, the numerical procedure begins with the
119injection of the large droplets from the orifices. The motion of
120continuous liquid jet is represented by that of the large droplets
121with the equal diameter and velocity to the jet. Large droplets
122break into small child droplets after the jet-jet impingement
123under specific rules. The combustion of the droplets changes
124the chamber conditions, which then in turn affects the jet
125motion, jet-jet impingement and the droplet motion, thus show-
126ing coupled behavior. Fig. 1 also shows the comparison
127between the coupled model and the conventional uncoupled

Fig. 1 Comparison between coupled model and uncoupled

model.
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